SILEX+

THE MODEL WITHOUT COMPROMISE, IN

VERSION

SILEX+ offers all the advantages of SILEX and is equipped with our exclusive PLATINUM® treatment for long-lasting
protection against fog and scratch. In order to cover all activities requiring alternating high and low light exposure,
SILEX+ is available in a CSP version, a technology that also effectively fights against blue light. Protection, Comfort
and Style, SILEX+ is available with new branch color combinations.

SILEXPCSP

SILEXPPSF

SILEXPPSI

SILEXPPSI + UNIVSTRAP

UNIVSTRAP (option)
Strap

1.06 oz

 

 COATING

ULTRA-WRAPAROUND FRAME
 PC/TPR CO-INJECTED TEMPLES FOR GREATER COMFORT
 PANORAMIC FIELD OF VISION
NO METAL PARTS
 

TEMPLES

SILEX+

THE MODEL WITHOUT COMPROMISE, IN
MODEL

SKU

SILEX +

LENS

SILEXPPSI

Clear

SILEXPPSF

Smoke

SILEXPCSP
Strap only
(option)

UNIVSTRAP

FRAME COLOR

LENS MARKING

VERSION
FRAME
MARKING

COATINGS

Blue / Yellow

Z87+U6

Z87+

Anti-scratch/Anti-fog

Black / Yellow

Z87+U6 L3

Z87+

Anti-scratch/Anti-fog

Grey / Black

Z87+U6 L1.5

Z87+

Anti-scratch/Anti-fog

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Bollé Safety Letters of Compliance sent on request.
LENS MARKING

FRAME MARKING
= Manufacturer name

= Manufacturer name
Z87+ = Impact rated for Plano product - tested and approved to ANSI
Z87.1-2015

Z87+ = Impact rated for Plano product - tested and approved to ANSI
Z87.1-2015

Lens type

Country of origin- Taiwan

o Clear

		

= none

o Welding		

= W and Shade number from 1,3 to 14

o UV filter		

= U and scale number from 2 to 6

ANSI: guaranteed minimum resistance of the protective eyewear against
everyday risks including dropping the protective eyewear onto the ground,
ageing by light exposure, exposure to heat or corrosion etc.

o Visible light filter

= L and scale number from 1,3 to 10

o IR filter		

= R and scale number from 1,3 to 10

Maximum protection for glasses. Use for high speed particles at extreme
temperatures.

o Variable tint		

=V

ANSI: Standard			

o Special purpose

=S

Bollé Safety product approval certificates to ANSI standards will be
sent on request.

TECHNOLOGIES

= Manufacturer name

CLEANING AND STORAGE

This innovating coating is an effective
solution for all activities that alternate
exposure to bright light and low light,
while also being suitable for extreme
hot and cold temperature environments.
CSP is also combined with the exclusive
PLATINUM® coating that sustainably
combats fogging.

The exclusive scratch and fog resistant
coating K and N certified PLATINUM®
guarantees even more safety, reliability
and comfort. Washable (water and
soap), this permanent coating applied
on both sides of the lens makes it highly
scratch resistant and durably delays the
appearance of fogging.

CLEANING: The lenses should be cleaned regularly. Bollé Safety recommends only using
the B-clean lens cleaning system.
MAINTENANCE: Pitted, scratched or damaged lenses must be replaced by replacing the
complete product. If the frame is damaged also replace the complete product. After each
use it is recommended to keep the glasses or goggles in a microfiber pouch or rigid case.
STORAGE: All products must be stored in a dry and clean environment.

PACKAGING AND EAN13 CODE
Individual
plastic bag
10 safety glasses
per inner box

200 safety glasses
per outer pack

CHARACTERISTICS

SILEXPPSI

SILEXPPSF

SILEXPCSP

UNIVSTRAP

LENSES

PC - 2,2 mm - Curve 9

3660740009526

3660740009533

3660740009540

3660740007546

FRAME

-

TEMPLES

PC + TPR

STRAP (OPTION)

Nylon/15mm/Adjustable

SPARE LENSES

No

3660740109523

3660740209520

3660740109530

3660740209537

3660740109547

3660740209544

3660740107543

3660740207540
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